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INTRODUCTION
Tapia woodland, a distinctive vegetation type located patchily in the Central and Southern Highlands of Madagascar, is characterized by the dominance of the tapia tree (Uapaca bojeri, Phyllanthaceae). Typically, the canopy of tapia woodland is
open permitting savannah grasses to grow underneath. Tapia woodlands burn more or less frequently and tapia trees have a
number of adaptations enabling resistance and resilience to these fires. Four Malagasy protected areas include tapia woodland. However, the managers of these sites remain unsure of the optimal fire frequencies for this vegetation type. In this
study we describe changes in the cover of tapia woodlands on the Ibity Massif New Protected Area over 79 years and compare changes with the frequency of fire on different parts of the Massif.
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METHODOLOGY
1) Fire frequency on different parts of the Ibity Massif was described by identifying areas burnt each
year from 2000 to 2017 using Modis satellite images. This information was combined to provide a summary map of fire frequency.
2) Changes in the cover of tapia woodland within different fire frequency zones were described by
comparing occupation of this vegetation type as shown in aerial images dating from 1947 with images
shown on Google Earth from 2016.
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RESULTS
Areas occupied by tapia woodland are very stable under all fire frequencies.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Mature trees of tapia survive under all the fire regimes that we encountered in this study, but this does not necessary mean that regeneration of tapia woodland is similarly unaffected since poor regeneration may take decades to become evident. Clearly reserve managers must seek not just to conserve tapia
woodland but regenerating tapia woodland. Thus further research is now underway to describe regeneration of tapia woodland under the various fire regimes.
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